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Abstract: Practicable establishment between Project and its progress procedure is vital to yield the finest outcome but uncertainty is great challenge in such kind of formation. Set of related doings that has varying uncertainty characteristic named as Project. To manage such varying uncertain situation, it is vital to mold progress procedure flexibly as per terms and circumstances. This article has made deep endeavor for revision the phases to be commenced to design and discovers flexible methodology. This method is not combination or hybrid association of accessible methodology. It is providing independence to progress expert for select the progress methodology as per development needs of projects contributory module for project expansion. Main idea of this paper is to rectify the present difficulties and troubles in improvement process by representing ‘Flexible approach’ for development on the origin of ‘Selection of software expansion procedure suggested system (SOSDMAS)-fuzzy expert system’ for making competent development with possible and need base formation
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1. INTRODUCTION
A Data acquisition (DAQ) system in common involves of The basic notion of the software expansion productivity depends mainly on two aspects, one is ‘project’ and another is ‘development methodology’ [24]. Thus, logically the success of project development process depends on the establishment of project and its development procedure. The revision reveals that, every project is unique but has set of contributory module with variable uncertainty level, on other hand it has effective option (development methodology) with best practice [14,15]. Therefore, it is challenging to define that which development procedure is appropriate for efficient development that will give best result, since each one has difficulties. Such kind of environments escalations the level of uncertainty and intricacy. In such condition it is very precarious and crucial to formulate possible formation of project and its development methodology as per its best practice for efficient development [19]. Often it is mentioned as the “black art” or “brain tester” [11,22]. Now, development specialist do not have a magic wand threw that they formulate alignment between the project’s interacting mechanisms and development procedure and project success.

Usually, ‘success can be found by either by luck or insight of decreasing failure’. It is not only philosophy but our personal experience that in such inconstant variable circumstance, our method becomes flexible as per need of terms and situation to reduce failure. With this stimulus to rectify the failure part, this revision is carried out. The scientists have made workaholic ardent efforts by the way of distinctive permutations and combinations variables in the technological factors and analysis of relevant literature on “software development productivity and investigate its impact factors to reformulate and customize software and its strategy to gain expectation and design fallouts on the foundation of flexible approach.

In the paper planned in V sections:
- Section I deals with overview of title of this paper.
- Section II deals with limits in Software Development Productivity, treats and chance in software development process
- Section III deals with procedure and observation.
- Section IV is lead with debate supported by implication, interpretation and recommendation.
- The result and future work of study is depicted in section V.

SECTION II:
2.1 Restrains in Software Expansion Productivity: Many literate writers study explored that uncertainty is seed of threats in feasible formation of Project and its development procedure in software development process. Because of rigidity, plan driven method is incompetent to fetch such uncertain milieu [16]. Practice driven method provides competent result in such environment [8]. But still software expansion industries fetch the problem of failures or overruns [9, 18]. Further though we have mix or hybrid method which treated one expansion methodology [13, 20 and 23]. In this review ‘how one development procedure fits for all contributory modules development’?
2.2 Challenges for Software Expansion Procedure:
To tackle the uncertainty is big challenge in front of expansion procedure. However it has practice driven method based particularly adopt uncertainty [15, 23] but project is set of contributory module that has variable aspect and level of uncertainty. So rather than variation of uncertainty development specialist must fetch the uncertainty by recognizing its sources and level. But projects contributory modules subsequent formation returns uncertainty module to module. In such condition there may be risks of an inaccurate handling of design method or hasty decision, which may be prove to be wrong later [2, 3]. As consequence, expansion process become uncomfortable with variance situation and rise challenging state or overruns. Later it is one of the robust causes and limit for trip down the software project.

In such an uncertain condition, precious question is “How development specialist could formulate the project and its development procedure on the basis of feasible consideration?”

2.3 Chance for Software Development Procedure:

Based on review reports, there are some success stories. In such an uncertain condition ‘How they become the successes or ‘Do they have any mystic wand?’ The answer is undeniably no because formulating the project and its expansion methodology on the basis of feasible consideration is very straight forward once one understands level of indecision and its sources [11, 22].This revision proposes the development practitioner comprehend project with its parallel activation formation because it distinguishes uncertainty its root sources module which is very helpful for allocation need base development approach as per to gain best productivity on the basis of flexibility in the sense of ‘Just Utilization Gaining Approach And Deploy’.

Therefore our theory is “Flexible method for software expansion transfers opportunity for feasible formation of project and its development methodology”

SECTION –III: PROCEDURE

3.1 Qualitative Solution for theory: In this section the procedure of the revision has been discussed. The inductive method with qualitative solution is exploited to test the estimated hypothesis by experimental case study.

3.2 Implementation of ‘Flexible method’ in the software expansion process.

Flexible method: As the flexible methods principle goals to provide choice to decision maker to adopt the change as per terms and condition in accessible situation for produce better performance. It can be employed with such capability to deal with both predictable and unpredictable changes [1, 10, 12, and 17]. This method is adapting those ways for solution which is appropriate for accurate formulation of expansion process with feasible consideration.

It is appropriate for implementation in expansion process for development specialist. So, at the preliminary stage when user stories cognize at that time expansion practitioner can easily recognize uncertainty, its root sources with parallel formation contributory modules by rule base fuzzy expert system before modeling process for allocating suitable development methodology module wise for development. On the foundation of CMMI Level-2 & 3, “To make sure that accessible processes are maintained at the time of stress, organization use causal analysis to identify and resolve the issues affecting performance and promote the dissemination of finest practices by Organizational Process Performance, Quantitative Work Management”.
3.3 Illustrative investigational case study using Flexible methodology

For the determination of validation and to test the flexible model we exploit system testing and act testing on one experimental case study, let’s consider the ‘Log in’ form as a project. User specifies necessities of ‘Log in’ form module application that generates and preserves user’s authentication of administration. It accumulates password from the user and authenticate it. It lets the new user to add information details. Give ability to recover the forgotten password by one or two phase of verification. Like subsequent screen as a project. This module has three sub actions as: Login ability, Sign up and forgot password.

![Figure 1: Illustrative Project need screen.](image)

With own feature of project and necessity, development practitioner can surly celebrate this module along with practice driven method with outward appearance of agile development methodologies instead of plan driven approach. Because of its sub activity it enable recover the forgotten password by one or two step verification. ‘One phase verification’ celebrates some hint question or substitute mailing address. In two phase authentication it will require alternative service like mobile no, or it can regenerate randomly and received by the head of department. It is not approve. But when we focus on remaining two sub activities evidently it is notable in certain aspect.

But when we apply ‘Selection of software expansion methodology advisory system’ on the above case study the outcome interprets that above case study celebrates intricate aspect. So with this concern, researcher assigns three teams on same platform (core java) with plan, practice driven and flexible driven method following team as per following table for validate estimated theory.

These three expansion team included 4 computer science topper student and 2 working software professional with 2 year experience in well apparent software development firm for development purpose of above case study. Here we assign team on same platform (core java) with owed development approach as per following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team No</th>
<th>Team members</th>
<th>Owed development approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 software professional</td>
<td>Practice driven (SCURM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Plan driven method following team activate systematically but it wonders behind alteration. In contrast
Practice driven approach following team effectively bid on project development but it is irritated by its expert perception.
The teams following Flexible method succeed to make it competent or need base development but it demands high coordination between team members.

4.2 Assessment

With this respect, as per our laboratory experiment the planned flexible model is efficient to reduce development time and minimizes risks. This will allow the software expansion to keep it low with suitable quality but it needs high monitoring and coordination in development process.

Additionally less expansion time reduces stress of development team and reduces development cost. It is directly interlinked with resource and schedule of expansion process. It also helps to make competent development or quality works that surly improve productivity.

Above thoughtfulness directly indicate “Flexible method for software development transfers chance for feasible formation of project and its development methodology”

4.3 Recommendation: It is true that we have a unlimited tool in the case of practice driven method that it adopt the uncertainty on the basis of agility. It delivers ability to expansion process to rapidly change its stage and direction in a particular way but the problem of failures or overruns remain same. Moreover we have newly arrived notion of mix or hybrid approach. Nevertheless it has mixture of both approach but it is treated as one type procedure. Here we never miscalculate the expansion process naturally involves inconstant changeable environment and one typed solution is not suitable to it. This revision reveals that problem is not sited in expansion methodology. It is located in formulation of ‘Project’, ‘its expansion methodology’ and ‘success’. It should be conceivable by flexible formation or couple the project with finest practice of software development methodology on the basis of need to handle the uncertainty rather than adopting it. It should offer ability to choose the need base formation by taking into account the certainty or uncertainty aspect distinctly. But, in that problem, there is not much care reported or received so far.

4.4 Carrying out: Every software expansion organization have own procedure for project development management. It may be vary from the
organization to organization but it needs to address similar problems contain for development process. Implementation of flexible method is convenient for expansion practitioner for development. It needs carrying out only uncertainty distinguishes and recipe process with projects parallel activation formation for clarification and validation of contributory modules level of uncertainty before modelling procedure. Through that expansion specialist be able assign project’s needing base development approach as per its best practice for making efficient development. Left over process remains as it is.

**Figure 2: Performance of flexible method.**

**Section –V**

**5.1 Result:**

In this section this revision released that possible formation of project and its expansion methodology as per its best practice formulation is not crucial or critical. Often it is denoted as the “black art” or “brain tester”. It comes in presence with magic wand in the sense of flexible method. This revision hopefully conveys to the expansion specialist and trust that flexible approach transfers opportunity to enhance software development productivity. A flexible method may not be a complete solution for all software expansion difficulties; it could be opposed for those organizations that follow up one software expansion methodology to execute projects. But there is a demand to change as per terms and circumstances in available situation for enhancement.

**5.2 Opportunity of further work:**

As per literature analysis it is yet to publish announcement, which can explores the policy for decreasing the ratio of project challenges and cost overrun/time element. This revision found that, there is chance for lessening the ratio of project challenging and cost overrun /time element with flexible approach. In this section the revision learner agreed that this is very preliminary part of practice. There must be comprehensive authentications for proposed method.
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